ECAHO JURISDICTION
(pursuant to the 2017 Constitution of ECAHO)

Any association matters

Executive Committee
Imposes sanctions due to any infringement of the Constitution, rules, regulations and decisions of ECAHO.

Art. 11.6 para. 2 Constitution

Show matters

Disciplinary Committee
Imposes sanction at a show.

Art. 21.5 Constitution

Standing Disciplinary Committee (SDC)
a) Decides on measures and protests;
b) Makes final decision.

Art. 21.7 Constitution

ECAHO Appeals Committee (EAC)
a) Decides on the application of the Constitution rules, regulations and decisions of ECAHO in case of disputes without further appeal;
b) Decides in the event of judgements made by the Standing Disciplinary Committee and by the Executive Committee, disputed by an aggrieved party.

Art. 21.9 Constitution

Art. 75 Swiss Civil Code – Protection of Membership:
"Each member shall be entitled by force of law to challenge in court, within one month of his having gained knowledge thereof, resolutions that he has not consented to and that violate the law or the articles of association."
(unofficial English translation)